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One of the fundamental equations in the field of
rocketry is the equation for the thrust of an ideal rocket
motor. This equation
to predict the thrust of
solid rocket motors an
et engines as a function
ressure, ratio of specific heats for the flow
through the nozzle, nozzle throat area and expansion ratio,
and atmospheric pressure.
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Oberth submitted his derivation of the Oberth exhaust
velocity equation as his doctoral thesis at Heidelburg
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Goddard's experiments proved that a rocket could produce
thrust in a vacuum. These results showed that the rocket
was a practical means of propulsion in space, making space-

on an ideal perfect gas analysis, the
ideal rocket motor thrust equation is accurate to within 16% for most rocket motors, and can be accurate to within
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SECTION G

THE LIQUID PROPELLANT
MARTIN SUMMERFIELD

,

G,1. htroduction. The scientific development of the modern rocket
engine has been made possible to a great extent by the results of research
in the fields of chemical physics, high temperature combustion, high
intensity heat tranefer, gas dynamics, and heat-resistant materials. Much
of thia work haa taken place in recent years and has not been incorporated heretofore in the standard textbook literature in a form suitable for
systematio atudy. For an up-to-date oomprehensive treatment of the
liquid propellant rooket engine, therefore, it would have been necessary
to introduce in this section all of the new developments mentioned. However, in the planning of thia seriea, many of these topics were placed in
other sections to allow a more logical arrangement of the entire subject
matter. Therefore, in thia section, the pertinent results or conclusions
derived from these modern investigations are merely stated in their
simplest form, and the reader is directed by arose referenoea to the other
volumea where the complete treatments can be found.
In rocketry, as in m y field that has grown rapidly, the terminology
has not yet been fully standardized and accepted. Therefore it is appro;
priate to start with s, few definitions.
Rocket propuleion is a aystem of propulsion that depends on forward
thrust created by rearward ejection of a fluid j et through a nozzle mounted
in the vebicle, with the apeoial oondition that the fluid in the jet originate
entirely from tanka within the vehiole. It is this speoial condition that
dietinguiehea the rocket from other classes of jet engines that ingest the
surrounding medium (air or water) to form the driving jet. Therefore the
rooket engine is able to function not only under the usual conditions of
flight through the atmosphere (or under water), but in the vacuum outBide the atmosphere.
A rocket propeUaM ia the fluid substance that forms the driving jet,
although the term is used most frequently to refer to the driving fluid
in its ohemioal state before oombustion. The term is used also to denote
one of the reaotmta in a multicomponent propellant system. A fuel is
any propellant that can burn in the presence of oxygen, and the term
(

)
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includes not only hydrocarbons but other substances (e.g. ammonia,
powdered aluminum) as well. An 0 ~ i d k Wis a propellant that can support the combustion of a fuel, and is applicable to substances that may
not contain oxygen (e.g. fluorine) ae well as thom that do. A bipropellant
eyatem is one that consists of two reactants, uaually a fuel and an oxidizer.
A monopropellant is a single aubatance that can be caused to react in the
combustion chamber to generate hot gas to form the driving jet. This
term applies strictly only to a Bingle compound (e.g, ethylene oxide)
that undergoes a decomposition reaction, but it has been applied alao
to a propellant mixture that is stored in a single propellant tank (e.g. a
mixture of methyl nitrate and methyl alcohol).
The rocket motm is usually understood to be the part of the engine
in which the propellants are burned and the jet is formed, while the term
rocket envine usually refers t o the entire propulsion system, inoluding
the tanka if they are constructed integrally with the engine. The term
t h a t cytinder has been wed in plaoe of rocket motor in some writings,
but the latter term is historically the oldeat and the most widely preferred. In the oonventional solid propellant rocket, the engine and the
motor happen to be the same piece of apparatus becausle the propellant
is stored in the oombustion chamber of the rooket motor; this is not so in
the liquid propellant rocket.
G,2. Performance Analyeis of the Ideal Rocket Motor. The
performance analysis of a rocket motor comprises calculations of the
thrust F, the effective exhaust velocity c, the adiabatio oombustion
temperature in the ohamber To,the thrust coeffioient Cs, the characteristio velooity c*, and certain ef3eienoiea q. Performance parameters
derived from o are the specific impulse I, and the speoific propellant
consumption wan.
The thrust equation is the fundamental starting point. In general, the
thrust exerted on a duot of arbitrary shape can be odoulated from the
momentum equation written in integrated form appropriate for onedimensional flow problems. (See II1,B.) Let @ be the rate of maw flow
into the inlet, ;dc the static pressure at the inlet, V , the stream velocity
at the ialet, and Ad the m a of the inlet, and let the corresponding
quantities at the exit be indioated by the subscript ,. Then,

+

The stream thrust at the inlet = (IhrV, p,AS

-

+ p,AJ
F + p,(A, - A,)

The stream thrust at the exit = (&,V,
The total force on the external duot surface

F

+ P ~ A-, 4
( 440 )
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The external force on the duct is exprewed here as if the pressure
on the external surface were identioal with the ambient pressure p,
of the atmosphere, although in actual flight this is not so. Therefore,
for a duct in flight, this equation implies a certain arbitrary separation
between the thrust F and the aerodynamic drag D. Separation in this
menner is justified by its convenience, because the thrust meaaured in a
ground test of the propulsion system is closely equal to the thrust F
thus calculated.
In the particultu owe of a rocket, rik and A' may be set equal to zero.
Then,
With reasonably well-deaigned exhaust nozzlea, the exit pressure pr
is nearly or exactly equal to the ambient pressure pa, so that the second
term is in the nature of a small correction to the thrust. This makes it
convenient to define an ejeective exhaust velocity c such that

Clearly, c equ& V, if the nosele is designed properly, that is, if the
p. equala p,. For any given values of chamber pressure po and of p,
and h, both F and c reach their maximum values when the exit area A.
of the noazle is chosen to produce a static preaaure pr at the exit exactly
equal to p,. (Thia will be proved later.) The exit velocity and the correction term (p, - p,)A./h both vary strongly with A*, but in opposite
directions so that the eum is quite insensitive to A,, that is, the maximum
ie very flat. As a result, the effective exhaust velocity meaeured by the
ratio of F to & can be taken to be the value of (V,)m),,,even if the actual
noanle used in the test is eomewhat off-design. Herein lies the practical
significanceof the concept of the effective exhaust velocity (see Fig. Q,2a.)
The specific propellant consumption w,, defined as the weight rate
of coneumption of propellant 3 per unit thrust, is another w f u l index
of rocket engine performance. Let go denote the standard acceleration
due to gravity.
3=wo=fi
w,, = F
(2-4)
F
c

-

The specific impulse I, (called specific thrust in some writings) is
defined aa the propulsive impulse delivered by the engine per unit weight
of propellant.
c
I , p = Fat
z = 3 =F' - " - 1
w e go
A figure of merit that is sometimes quoted is the impulseweight ratio,
I / W , of a loaded rogket propulsion system or of a loaded rocket vehicle.

( 441 )
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If the firing program calls for oonstant pressure and hence constant
specifio impulse,
I
= IWv
(2-6)

w

where v is the propelhnt loadinu fracdion, that is, the ratio of the initial
mass of propellant when the rocket is fully loaded to the gross mass
of the loaded rooket. Obvioudy, P approaohes unity as the structural
effectivenese is improved. Therefore, I / W measures both the performanoe of the engine and the effectivenees of the structure of the rocket.

The matter of units of specifio impulse deserves comment. The
definition involves the m m rate of flow of propellant expressed in weight
units, so that in the fps system I , 8hould be lb sec/lb. It is common
practice to denote this ratio &ply ae aec, canceling the lb in numerator
and denominator, disregarding the fsct that one lb refers to a force
and the other to a mass. That this ie an error becomes apparent when it is
r&ed that the speoifio imp* haa the dimensions of a velocity.
In order to develop several additional performance parameters, it ie
neceesary to desoribe in detail the thermodynamic and gas dynamic
proowes in the rocket motor. As a starting point, it is a peat hplificsr
tion to deal with the so-called ideal rocket motor. From a praotioal standpoint, the ideal rocket motor is a useful concept because it leads to
aimple theoretical formulas for F, c, To,OF,and o*, whioh otherwise
would have to be presented in tables or in graphs.
The ideal rocket motor analysis re& on the following aimpIifications:
(1) the propellant gas obeys the perfect gaa law; (2) ita specific heat is
oonstcmt, independent of temperature; (3) the flow is parallel to the
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axis of the motor and uniform in every plane normal to the axis, thus
constituting a one-dimensional problem; (4) there is no frictional dissipation in the chember or nozzle; (5) there is no heat transfer to the motor
walls; (6) the flow velocity in the chamber before the nozzle entrance is
0aro; (7) combuation or heat addition i a completed in the chamber at
constant preaaure and does not occur in the nozzle; and (8) the process ia
steady in time.
The thermodynamic process ia indicated in Fig. G12b, both in the
p, V diagram and in the h, e diagram. Combustion at constant pressure

Fig. G,2b. Ideal thermodynamic prooases in the oombustion
ahamber and nosale of 8, rooket motor.

moves the state point from i to c. The highest temperature occurs at a.
Then, since the frictionleae and adiabatic conditions asaumed for the
ideal rocket motor imply an isentropic expansion in the nozsle (see II1,B
for proof: also LA). the state aoint moves dona the constant entropy
the exphaion prooesa. ~&dicated in the mo&
line-from'c to e d&g
eketch of Fig. G,2b, the subscripts i, c, th, and e employed in the following
analyeis refer respectively to fhe &burned atclte &t&e injector, the allburned state in the chamber just before expansion, the state at the throat
of the de Lava1 nozzle, and the state at the exit of the nozsle.
The combustion temper&ture (or adiabatic flame temperature) T.
is determined by the heat of oombustion at constant pressure per unit
maas a.
Ah = C ~ ( T . Ti)
(2-7)

-

At any station in the nozzle, the entropy, pressure, temperature,
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velocity, and Mach number are given by the following relations (II1,B) :

Since the over-all pressure ratio p d p - is always suffioiently large in
rookets to establish sonic flow a t the throat, then

The a p e d o heat ratios of typical rocket jet gages range between
1.1and 1.3. The 5mt figure oorresponds to mixtures at very high temperatures with large concentrations of water vapor and large effective s p e d c
heats due to strong dissociation; the latter figure applies to moderate
temperature gasea with moderate oonoentrations of HnO and GO*.
With 7 1.2, it can be seen that the drop in pressure from the chmnber
to the throat is nearly half the ahamber preasure, while the drop in
temperature is only about one tenth the chamber temperature.
The mass flow through the nozzle oan be expressed in t e r m of the flow
conditions a t any station. Let A be the orosa-aeotional area a t any station:

-

. A plot of mam flow per unit area ?h/A against static preasure ratio
p/pa, shown in Fig. G,2c, exhibits a maximum a t the throat of the de Lava1
nozzle, just as expeoted.

By equating the two expressions, Eq. 2-13 and 2-14, for ph, anexpres-

,
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&on for A/Alh is obtained.

BYinserting A. a d p, for A and p in Eq. 2-15, the nozzle area ratio
(= A./A*) can be expressed a9 a function of p,/p,. This relation is
plotted in Fig. G,2d for several values of y.
e

Fip. G$o.

Vmintion of masa flow per unit are. &/A with preeuure rntio p/p..

The maximum exit velocity (V,),),, obtained by eetting p,/pe in
Ea. 2-10 eqdal to zero, is

It is interesting that the maximum exit velooity, obtained by expandon to eero pressure, is greater than the root-mean-square molecular
velocity in the chamber by the factor [2y/3(y I)]*,or about 2 for
y = 1.2. This result follows directly, of course, from moleoular energy
conaiderations.

-
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r+

)% - @)$I
- pm)A, (2-17)
1
7
(
From this formula, it is dear that the Chrust doea not depend at dl

= pad* --_?

[1

(p,

on the oornbuetion temperature To,
but depends mainly on the dimensions
of the nozzle A, and A*, and on the ohamber pressure pa.
An important performanoe parameter, the rooket t h a t coddent
CF, oan now be deduoed. The defining equation is
From Eq. 2-17 CF can be evaluated:
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Since p./p. is a function of r according to Eq. 2-15, Cr depends only
on the three independent variables 7, ;o,/p,, and e. Graph of tbis function are presented in Fig. G12e and 0,2f for 7 1.2 and y 13,
respeotively.
There are several features of these ounres that d e s m attention.
First, each aurve shows a maximum value of CFnt n certain area ratio
which may, for thia purpose, be called ew It can be shown analytically,
by differentiating Eq. 2-19 and setting the derivative equal to zero, that
the peak value occurs for a value of e such that p, = pm,that ie, for a

-

Area ratio E = kt&
Kg,a,%. Variation of rooket thuut ooe&ient with noesle ares ratio and
premwe r d o p&. for y 1.2. A f h Sutton, Q.P., op, dt,

-

properly expanded no#de. The ares, ratio e~ for proper expansion can be
determined from the peak of the appropriate m e in Fig. G,2e or G,2f,
or, more accurately, from Fig. G,2d. A nozzle having an area ratio leaa
than bSis said to be undwexpandad, m d one having an area ratio more
than roS is overeapanded. Clearly, nozsles that em either overexpanded or
underexpanded produce lees thrust than a properly expauded nozzle. This
aonclusion can be proved in another way, by considering the distribution
of pressure on the inner and outer surfaces of the rooket motor,as shown
in Fig. G,2g. Downstream of the section indioated as he,
the internal
presmm ia lese than the external pressure, 80 that this portion of $he oone
acts to produae a force opposed to $he thrust of the rooket motor as a
whole. Therefore it iia better to dispense with it and to terminate the
noaale at ew Consequently the higheat thrust is produced with a prop
erly expanded nozzle.
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Examination of the pressure distribution pictured in Fig. G,2f shows
that Cr must be somewhat greater than unity, except for the unusual case
of low chamber pressure @,/PO E 1) and for possibly greatly overexpanded noz5les. Viewed in the simplest way, the rocket motor ia a preb
surbed vessel with a hole of areeA* in the aft wall, and so it would be

Area ratio E = k l A *

-

Fig. G,Y. Verihtion of rocket thwt coe5oiant with no~slearea mtio and
prennure d o & / p . for r 1.3. Aft& &Itton, Q.P.,o p 08.
Internal pressure Internal pressure
less thon &
greater than p,

1I

area

Fig.

a,%.

Optimisation of nbde m a ratios.

-

acted upon by an unbalanced force (pa pa)Ap. TOthis must be added
the d d i t i o d unbalance due t o the preseure reduction in the entrance
cone of the nozzle. Then, if pa << pr, the ratio F/%A, must be somewhat
larger than 1.
The maximum values of CF on the families of o w e s in Fig. U,2e
and U,2f can be conneoted by a smooth curve obtained by setting p, = p.
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The dependence on (p*/pJ can be replaced by dependence on em,
through the relation (Eq. 2-15). The curve (CP), vs. itself reaches an
ultimate value for inhite e x p d o n . Thus, if (p,/p.) is set equal to

-

For example, (Cr),,, = 2.246 for y 1.2.
Inspection of Fig. G,2e and G,2f discloses that, for a prescribed
nozzle area ratio el the thrust ooefficient increases monotonically as
pJp. increases. Thie becomes clear when Eq. 2-19 is written in terms of
the thrust ooefficient for a given n o d e when it is operating in a vacuum:

Thua, for given c and p,, the increaea in thrust with increasing pdp,
stems entirely from the reduction of the pressure acting on the external
surfmes of the rocket motor.
It is significant that CF is completely independent of combustion
temperature T. and of molecuhr weight D1Z. Consequently, as a figure of
merit, it is ineensitive to the effioiency of combuetion, but it is sensitive
to the quality of the exhaust nozzle. In practice, the test engineer oompares the measured Cr, computed from pa, A*, and F by means of
Eq. 2-18,'with the theoretical CF computed from Eq. 210 to determine
whether the nozzle is functioning properly, and in this way he can looalim
to rrome extent the cause of an unexpeoted defeat in speaifio impulse. The
other possible area for loss ia in the combustion process. To detect combuation ineffioienoy, the performance parameter c* is ueeful.
The characteristic velocity o* is defined se follows:

-

It follows immediately from Eq. 2-2 and 2-18 that
c Crc*

(M34

A theoretical expression for c* is obtainable from Eq. 2-14.

From this formula it appears that c* depends mainly on conditions
in the heombustion chamber, that is, on &me temperature and combuetion
( 449 )
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produot~oomposition.Consequently, just as Cz lr used as an index of the
quality of the exhaust nozzle, so c* is used hi praotioe as an index of the
effioiency of combustion. The test engineer determines a* from measured
values of polA*, dl and oomparea it with the theoretioal value (Eq. 2-24).
In thie way, a defeot in specifio impulse can be tramd to a poseible loss
in the oombustion process. Although the performance of a rooket motor ia
adequately desoribed by the exhaust velocity o, whioh requires only the
measurement of F and fi, it is the usud praotice to meaaura d the same
time fi and A* in order to oompute CF and o* for diagnostic purpwes.

7

8
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10

11

12

m

13

14

Fig. @ah. Variation of ~ o ~ b Ovelooity
i o o* with

15

m.

(Careful uonaideration of the flow process reveals that there exists some
& h t orowdependence of CF and c*, that iia, the former ie slightly
sensitive to the oombustion prooess and the latter is somewhat a$ected
by the flow conditions in the nozde, but this is usually ignored.)
Curves of o* vs. (Ts/%)* for r 1.2 m d r 2.3 are plotted in
Fig. G,2h. It is signifioant that cr*, and therefore the speoiflo impulse,
as on
Iflame temperature. Thua,
depends as muoh on moleoular weight %
it, is just as important for the product gas to have a low mean moleoular
weight as a high temperature. Thb point will arise later when actual
propellants are oongidered. It will be pointed out then that the optimum
fuel-oxidiaer mixture ratio is not neoesrarily the one that produoes the
higheat flame temperature, and that a partioular propellant combination
m y be very hot but no better than another much cooler one from the
standpoint of speoifio impulse.
( 450 )
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The magnitude of c* is of interest, Because of its dependence on
(RTo/3n)*,it can be compared directly with the velooity at the nonzle
. general, for a properly designed
throat. Thus, for 7 1.2, o* 1 . 5 V ~In
nonele, Vbb< C* < Valso that c* equak the gas velocity at some station
in the divergent part of the exhaust noasle.
The efficiency of the rocket engine c m be discussed in terms of the
concepts of the ideal rocket motor. Five efficiencies deserve discussion
here: combustion e5loienoy, expasdon or "cycle1' efficiency, nozzle
efEoiency, thermal efficiency, and total efficiency. In addition, the
attempts to d&e a so-called propulsive effioiency will be examined.
The o o m b w t i v s&imcy %is defined a9 the ratio of the actual enthalpy
released by combuetion to the ideal enthalpy that would be released
if the reaction were to go to completion.

-

The i d e d expanaim w cycle e w e n c y qi expresees the fraction of the
enthalpy available in the combustion chamber that can idedly be converted to kinetic energy in the exhaust jet. Let hi represent the enthalpy
of the product gas at the injection temperature with reference to OOIC.

From Eq. 810,

The no.& e$ciancy q, is dehed aa the ratio of the actual kinetic
energy in the exhauet jet to that whiah could be produoed ideally at the
epecified premure ratio. (Compare with diffuser efticiency in ramjets,
Sea. E.)

The t h e d efiemcy qr is the ratio of actual kinetic energy in the
exhaust jet to the total enthalpy that could ideally be produced by the
oombustion reaction.

Conversion l o w s in the combustion proceea m d in the expansion
process, and the enthalpy discarded in the hot exhsust jet, me all repreaented in the thermal efficiency.
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The four efficiencies mentioned so far refer to the rocket motor
simply as a heat engine and do not involve the energy quantities connected with flight. Whentlight is conaidered, it is possible .to d e b an
over-dl or a totd ejfeimcy q0 as the ratio of propulsive powei(output) to
the rate of consumption of energy in the rocket motor (input). The output
is aimply V,VI per unit mws flow of propellant, where V. is the flight
speed. The input il the sum of (Ah h,) plue the kinetic energy &V$
of the propellant. The latter quantity results from the recognition that a
quantity of propellant possesses more total energy when it ia in motion
than when at rest.
--

+

-.

The maximum value of q~ is z/;;;;, a d this value is reaohed when the
flight velocity equals the maximum theoretical exhaust velocity. (This
result haa led to statement6 in the early literature that a rocket's flight
speed could not axceed the maximum theoretical exhaust velocity.
Clearly, this conclusion is not juetified.)
There have been several attempts in the peat to define a suitable
"propulaive efficienoy" by analogy with the corresponding case of 5
propeller-driven airplane, but these attempts have alwayye failed becauae
of the look of a logical definition of meohanical input. If the analogy is to
be carried through, the so-called propulaive efficiency will have to satisfy
three requirements: (1) it should be a ratio of a mechanioal output to a
mechanical input; (2) the produot of the propulsive &oienoy snd the
thermal efficiency qe should be equal to the total efficiency 70; and
(a) it must under no flight oondition exoeed unity.
The definition of propulsive efficiency that ha8 been most prominent
in the litemture is
output
output
v,v.
zvmv.
'
= output loss VmV. &(V. v-IP 'fm
The denominator ia suppcwed to represent the sum of the propuleive
work a d the absolute h e t i c energy of the jet (ra loas). The preaent
author objects to this propulaive effi&ency on the grounds that it offera
no clear dehition of mechanical input and that, even if this particular
definition were dlowed, it fails to meet the requirement that
= q0.1
AN a conoluaion to this discuseion of &oieacy, it may he remarked
that the ooncept of efficiency hasl not been at all useful in the field of
rocket engines. Rockets are alwaya compared on the basis of I, or c*
values. or on wecific -urouellant
consumution, and rarely is efficiencv
-

"

'

+

+

- -

Editor's note.~heauthor would find the same ditsculty with
ever the kinetio energy of the fuel in included.

engine when.

